Valcom’s IP HelpPoints can be strategically placed in areas such as parking lots, pathways or remote areas of your campus to allow individuals who need assistance to have direct contact with your campus safety office or the local police department with just the push of a button.

Our solutions also encompass emergency call boxes that can be located throughout resident halls and academic buildings with one push of the button to notify police.

Valcom’s voice paging systems are designed to fit the needs of your organization and give you the right amount of coverage in all the right places.

No matter the size or layout of your facility, Valcom has the solution to tackle any complex overhead paging need. Our diverse portfolio of paging products can help you to deliver crisp, clear voice paging, break/shift-change tones, and background music.

Whatever your needs are for a clock system, Valcom can assist in providing the timekeeping solution for you.

Our solutions also encompass emergency call boxes that can be located throughout resident halls and academic buildings with one push of the button to notify police.

Valcom’s voice paging systems are designed to fit the needs of your organization and give you the right amount of coverage in all the right places.
Our Markets

Synchronize your time
Running on schedule means you must have a comprehensive communication network in place that is capable of coordinating clocks and bell schedules from one remote area, so you can focus on what you do best—teaching the next generation.

Modernize how you communicate
Legacy systems only take you so far. You need to be able to reach not just classrooms, but also reach your entire district.

Let us guide you
Let Valcom show you how to integrate your systems so sharing information across geographical locations is now possible.

Comply with Federal regulations
Communication is critical to medical facilities. With our solutions, you can communicate to multiple departments or issue a code blue, all while maintaining compliance with OSHA and ADA.

Privacy matters
Hospitals, doctor's offices and clinics need a variety of communication tools including overhead paging, visual messaging, emergency mass notification, and remote Valcom IP HelpPoints. Spot SoundMasking technology can help to uphold patient confidentiality and HIPAA Laws.

Let us help you
Let Valcom help navigate through your communication needs to connecting systems across multiple areas.

Information transparency is key
A traveler's safety is of high importance. Transportation hubs need to ensure that passengers are kept informed and safe by using voice paging and visual notification systems.

Solutions for the toughest challenges
Today, campuses are becoming more and more expansive. Valcom has solutions to help you maximize existing infrastructure and address any deficiencies to give you a complete notification system to keep your staff, faculty and students safe, informed and on schedule.

Proven reliability
For more than forty years, Valcom has provided the highest quality paging and mass notification products available.

Let us show you a new way to communicate
Communication systems for transportation hubs can be a challenging venture. But our expertise in designing and integrating systems is unparalleled. With our expertise you have full interoperability of all your systems.

Let us share our experience
Valcom's vast experience in notification technologies like voice paging, LED signs, automated shift/break tones and synchronized clocks can help you develop a solution that improves daily operations and be better prepared to handle emergencies.

We speak business
In today's world, the speed of business is perpetually increasing. Every day needs to be as productive as possible. This task can be difficult because not all of your employees can be reached using the one-size-fits-all method.

Flexibility is key
Every business is unique. Valcom can help design, implement, and quickly deploy voice paging and mass notification systems that use existing infrastructure.

Let us share our expertise
Valcom has helped institutions design and implement the most flexible and responsive notification systems available. We will work with you every step of the way!

Let us help you choose
Valcom can help you choose what's good for your facility to offer the best customer experiences as well as help keep your employees and customers safe and informed.

Your lifeblood
Being able to communicate with your employees and customers is vital to your business' success. The customer experience goes beyond the interaction between them and your sales staff.

More than simple paging
Many retailers have incorporated paging speakers into their stores and distribution centers to keep employees and consumers informed, provide an atmosphere of comfort for their customers, and most importantly, to be able to send out real-time information during an emergency situation.

Wide-area coverage
With the transient nature of bases, your communication system needs to instantly reach anyone, anytime, any place!

Let us help you prepare
Valcom's paging systems offer the reliability and flexibility that military/government facilities need. Our systems can easily integrate with your current phone systems and provide the capability to broadcast audible/visual information over a wide geographical area.
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